
































































SPECIAL 2020 BONUS SECTION

A sketch by Max Ink of Amoeba Adventures #25's cover.

Amoeba Adventures #25 was an issue plagued by delays and big changes in my life. Between

#24 and #25, I quit my job in Mississippi and moved across the country back to California. I got a

job as a reporter at a paper in the Central Valley and I was literal ly the brokest I 've been in my

adult l ife for about 6-8 months - my only furniture was a sleeping bag on a foam pad for months

and a boom box for my CDs.

I t derailed Amoeba Adventures badly, and also in there Max and I came to an amicable parting of

ways. Our collaboration was one of the best creative endeavors of my life. He'd completed about

80% of the art for what was going to be a double-sized 50-page #25, and in the end I decided to

break that massive story into two issues. That turned #25 into one massive monologue by Alex

revealing the origins of The Dark One. I think his story mostly works, although it was a huge

exposition dump and a deep dive into a time-travel tale (I love time travel tales) that almost felt

l ike it came from another comic entirely.



I had been oddly fascinated by the vision of "Cyborg

Rambunny" for ages (what can I say, it was the 1 990s).

Rambunny's injuries at the hands of the Dark One were

foreshadowed as far back as Amoeba Adventures #8, right.

Max drew a few il lustrations of "Cyborg Rambunny" over the

years, although we did tone down the injuries in the final

comic when they final ly appeared. (An eyepatch did make a

bit more sense than some "robot eye," frankly.)





I had much of Alex's backstory planned for ages, but #25-26 was one of the most

complicated stories I ever tried to write, doubling back on multiple past issues and

attempting to connect al l the dots. I sti l l am unsure how well it succeeded, but hopeful ly

some part of Alex's central tragedy that I tried to get across worked.

One idea I had that didn't quite work in the end was having Alex and Prometheus's battle

(in #26) skipping through time and back into scenes in various past issues of Amoeba

Adventures history. A cool notion, but the story was already getting too tangled a beast to

fit that in. Besides, #25 featured a lot of cal lbacks to previous issues as it was.





A scribble from Alex's "biography" as I started to put the pieces together.



The cover to the UFO

newsletter Tetragrammaton

Fragments #1 56, featuring

several other UFO heroes

along with Rambunny,

including characters from Terry

Flippo's Axel, Bob Elinskas'

Mister Midnite, Rich Watson's

Hyperspace, J. Kevin Carrier's

Lady Spectra and Jason

Wright's Project 72.

A one-page gag from the

very funny minicomic

"Comics Code I l lustrated"

organised by Matt Feazell ,

featuring various indie

comics artists i l lustrating

various excerpts of the

now-defunct Comics Code

Authority.




